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Vehicle hits pillar at Changi Airport T2, partial transit hall temporarily 

closed 
A part of the transit hall of Changi Airport Terminal 2 was closed on Thursday 

afternoon after an aircraft-towing vehicle hit a pillar located on the airside apron 

of the terminal where the aircrafts are parked. The driver of the vehicle 

sustained minor injuries and received treatment at the airport clinic. No other 

personnel were affected and flight operations were still going on as per normal. 

Read more 

Potential Explosive Device Found at Anchorage International Airport 

Airport manager John Parrott says the screening area has been shut down 

until an explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) team arrives. FBI have also 

been called in to interview the passenger whose bag contains the device. 

“We’re taking every step to ensure everyone’s safety, working with Alaska 

Airlines and others,” says Parrott. Read more 

Ga. debates leniency over guns brought to airport 

Now gun-friendly lawmakers in Georgia want people licensed to carry a gun to avoid 

arrest if they accidentally bring their firearms into the security checkpoint at the 

country's busiest airport and willingly leave the security line. It comes as gun rights 

groups in Georgia push state lawmakers to broaden the places where people can 

legally take guns, including churches and bars. Read more 

Changi Airport to introduce self-boarding gates from April 2014 

Passengers at Changi Airport will soon be able to board their flights faster, with the introduction of self-

boarding gates. From April 2014, the gates will be progressively introduced in common gatehold rooms in all 

three terminals. The Changi Airport Group (CAG) has been conducting trials of the self-boarding gates at a 

common gatehold room in Terminal 2 since May. The trials are being done with German airlines Lufthansa. 

With the new gates, passengers only need to scan their boarding passes using barcode readers before they 

proceed to board their flights. Read more 

Airlines see no lag in meeting new EU cargo security norms deadline 

Airlines will have to comply with the European Union (EU)'s new norms for air 

cargo security by July 1 or face a ban at the region's airports. Airlines will now 

have to ensure cargo bound for the region is screened or comes from a secure 

supply chain. Airlines, including European ones, will need a security verification 

certificate for cargo operations at an airport outside the region. The International 

Air Cargo Association has warned of implementation challenges, though airports 

and cargo operators in India are confident of meeting the deadline. Read more 
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Singapore Airshow: Why companies showcase test planes 

You would think that when an aeroplane maker decided to put its latest 

aircraft on public display for the first time at an airshow, it would do so 

with a passenger cabin that is decked to impress. However, Airbus has 

taken a different approach with the A350 - its latest extra wide-bodied 

plane - which it is showcasing for the first time at the Singapore Airshow. 

Read more 

Singapore Airlines’ cabin crew delight travelers in Changi Airport choir 

performance 
Love was literally in the air. Travelers at Changi Aiport were treated to a 

heart-warming pre-Valentine's Day treat as they were serenaded by over 22 

members of Singapore Airlines’ cabin crew. Dressed in their iconic kebayas, 

Singapore Girls and stewards snapped their fingers as they sang Billy Joel’s 

classic, “For the longest time”, at Terminal 3. Others also gave out batik 

roses and chocolates to those smitten travelers. Read more 

Syria security risk a big 

problem for UK - Brokenshire 

The "security concern" for the UK posed by 

individuals who have trained and fought in 

Syria is "a big problem" for MI5 and the police, 

the immigration minister has said. James 

Brokenshire told the BBC "a significant and 

growing proportion" of their resources was 

spent on the issue. Read more 

Virgin Atlantic launches industry’s first wearable technology trial at 

London Heathrow  
Virgin Atlantic has today launched a groundbreaking trial of wearable technology 

in the Upper Class Wing at London Heathrow Airport. In the first passenger-

facing wearable technology trial of its kind in the industry, Virgin Atlantic 

concierge staff will make use of Google Glass and Sony Smartwatches to deliver 

a high-tech, personalised passenger experience. Read more 

Chinese police shoot dead 

'terrorists' in Xinjiang, says state 

media 

Chinese authorities have shot dead "several terrorists" 

in Xinjiang in the latest violent incident in the restive 

western region which is home to mostly Muslim 

Uighurs, state media has said. "Several terrorists were 

shot dead by police during a terrorist attack on Friday 

afternoon," said the Xinhua news agency. Read more 

NATO, Russia say device used to scan crowds for explosives near 

completion 

NATO and Russia had achieved the ability to target and locate 

bombs planted in large crowds, such as commuter hubs and 

sporting events. The Stand-off Detection of Explosives and 

Suicide Bombers system (STANDEX) "could help NATO allies 

and Russia prevent terrorist attacks such as those carried out 

on the public transport systems in London, Madrid and Moscow" 

in the past decade, NATO said in a video news release that 

included Russian partners.  Read more 
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